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Aims & Objectives
1. Evaluate the effectiveness of the system for following up and acting 

upon triple swab results on the gynaecology assessment unit (GAU)
2. Implement changes to the system to reduce inefficiencies and room 

for error
3. Assess whether the new system improves the review rate of triple 

swabs and ensures that they are acted upon appropriately

Background
Triple swabs are an important part of GAU admissions. If positive 
swabs are not acted on appropriately it can have significant 
consequences for patients, leaving them at risk of complications 
including chronic pelvic pain and infertility.
The system for checking and acting on triple swabs in the GAU at 
King’s Mill Hospital involves printed lab reports being delivered to the 
GAU, the Foundation Year One (FY1) doctors manually checking paper 
results, isolating the positive results and informing the ward 
receptionist in order for the patient’s GP to be informed.
This process relies on multiple systems working effectively. Due to the 
amount of potential error, we wanted to perform a quality 
improvement project in order to evaluate how efficient the current 
system is and improve it if required. All patients that have triple swabs 
should have their result reviewed and acted on appropriately.

Method
We prospectively collected data of all patients having triple swabs during 
their GAU admission over a 2 week period in February 2018. 
We analysed the data, identified areas for improvement and implemented 
a new system for checking triple swab results.
For the re-audit, we prospectively collected data of all patients having 
triple swabs over a 2 week period in August 2018.

• In phase one, the time from the swabs being taken until 
they were reviewed on paper was an average of 7 days 
(Range 5-14). We improved this by checking on ICE 
computer systems to an average of 4 days (Range 1-6), 
(p=0.008)

• In phase one, only 68% of triple swab reports made it on 
to paper and were reviewed, in phase 2 100% of triple 
swabs taken had their results reviewed
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• 19 patients had triple swabs taken
• All 19 patients (100%) had their triple swab results reviewed
• It took an average of 2 days (Range= 1-4) for the result to appear on ICE
• The results were reviewed on average in 4 days (Range= 1-6) on ICE 
• 2 patients had a positive triple swab result which was acted on the same day without 

delay

• Adding a ‘triple swabs taken and checked’ section to the GAU admissions sheet
• FY1s to look on ICE every day and check the swab results from the patients admitted to hospital via GAU 5 days previously by referencing the GAU 

admissions sheet 
• Remove all paper results forms

Intervention

• 25 patients had triple swabs taken
• Only 17 patients (68%) had their swab results reviewed on paper
• It took an average of 3 days (Range = 2-5) for the swabs to be printed on paper, but an 

average of 7 days (Range = 3-14) to be reviewed on paper by a doctor (p=0.0005)
• All patients had triple swab results reported on ICE (computer system), within an 

average of 3 days (Range= 0-5)
• Only 7 results (28%) had been viewed on ICE before we completed the audit
• We had 1 positive triple swab result, which had not been viewed on ICE but was acted 

on via the paper system at a delay of 1 day
• There is no difference between time to paper report and time to ICE report (p=0.431)
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The old system of paper reports resulted in many triple swabs results not being reviewed and a lengthy delay if they were. By introducing a new system 
of checking on the ICE computer system, we have successfully managed to improve the percentage of triple swabs being reviewed to 100%. We also 
reduced the time taken for swabs to be reviewed. This has enhanced safety and service for all patients.

Questions? Contact- sophie.herbert@nhs.net
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